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1. Motivation
',{ wit

During thebeam tests nf tht^THT* project at GANTI., vm found it difficult to increase^
the beam power~above 2 kV^at CSS2 extraction. At this level, the beam losses on the
extraction elements trigger the security system too often. From experience and studies of
other laboratories and GANIL[l-10],The space charge effect (abbreviate a ^ s r pffpyt) jn
cyclotrons is suspected to play some role in the phenomenon, especially the longitudinal
S.C. one and also the coupling between longitudinal and radial motions. In order to
understand what is the effect of the S.C. forces in the beam dynamics of the GANIL
environment, it was decided to perform detailed multi-particle simulation in the cyclotrons.

The studies in the years of 86-88 by Cazoll and Chabert had shown that the S.C.
effect in CSSl was not important, so the emphasis of the work had been put on the COl and
CSS2. In COl, not only the S.C. effect but also the injection conditions and the extraction
process are suspected responsible for the unexpected big emittances. Measurements even
showed that these emittances were to some extent independent of the injected ones. On the
other hand, according to our colleagues of PSI, Switzerland, the adjacent bunches in a
cyclotron like CSS2 are considered to contribute to the longitudinal S.C. effect.

U by study inglhe injector cyclotron CO and we report cm the role played
by the S.C. effect in this cyclotron in the THI caseiby a
new study including the injection and extraction pjfocess
with the S.C. effect in CSS2 .

simulation method. In the future, a
in COl should be undertakfefKalong

2. The computer codes

At GANIL, several computing programs existed which could be used for this study.
ANJOC and JOANC were written to study respectively the central particle motion and a
multi-particle motion in the mid-plane in a compact cyclotron. CENTOM was written to
study 3-D particle motion but only taken one by one. The result from CENTOM is more
accurate than that from ANJOC or JOANC, due to its better interpolation method for
electric field. The program NAJOCH was written to calculate the S.C. effect in a separated
sector cyclotron, and uses the method of calculating the S.C. force in which a multi-particle
bunch is represented by an ellipsoid [11].

We chose a set of initial parameters corresponding to existing relative magnetic
field and electric potential maps for COl and we first ray-traced an 40Ar6+ beam (Eext

=0.63
MeV/A) with CENTOM.

* The THI projects consists in increasing the GANIL beam intensities by a factor of 15 for light ions.
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Then we used the ANJOC and JOANC codes in order to obtain similar results for
the central particle.

Finally, we wrote a new program NAJOCSC based on JOANC, CENTOM
and NAJOCH with the following modifications :
~ expanding the 2-D program ANJOC to a 3-D calculation. The integration equations are
expanded with z and p . and, in the open gaps, the vertical component Ez of the electric field is
calculated as in CENTOM by the analytic method [12]. For the gaps with posts, we use as
an approximation an Ez component calculated in the same manner, but reduced by a factor of
4 [12].

—importing the S.C. force calculation, initial phase space density distribution and the
statistical analysis of the phase space from NAJOCH.

—changing the uniform density distribution of the initial phase space to a Gaussian
distribution.

—importing the Newton interpolation method for electric field from CENTOM. Such a
precise interpolation method was found necessary to get reasonable results.

- in subroutines, changing the method of taking the S.C. effect into account as an impulsion
to putting S.C. electric field as well as the RF electric field in the equations of motion. Such a
change shows a different S.C. effect on the radial motion.

For the THI tests, the accelerator is set to accelerate 36Arl0+/l8+ with a 95MeV/A
output energy. The corresponding input parameters for C01 and the corresponding
isochronous magnetic field obtained by interpolation were used. The following results are
mainly obtained with these settings.

3. Results of the simulations and interpretation

We simulated the acceleration of a bunch of 400 particles over the 24 turns in CO 1.
The simulations by 200 and 1000 particles giving similar results, we chose 400 particles as a
compromise between computer time and good statistics in the results. The S.C. force is
calculated by azimuthal steps of 30° (smaller steps give the same results).

—The S.C. effect begins to be significant when the beam intensity reaches about 40uA, and
becomes very important when above 300(iA. In the case of accelerating 40Ar6+, the S.C.
effect is more important for the same beam current because of the lower energy.

—The beam energy spread increases with beam intensity. It increases also with the turn
number at the beginning of the acceleration up to a maximum and then decreases slowly
(Figure 1). The increase of the energy spread with intensity can be explained as the
longitudinal S.C. force acts as an electric field, accelerating the head of the bunch and
decelerating the end of it. (Figure 2). As the S.C. force becomes weaker with the
augmentation of the mean energy, there is a competition between its accumulation increase
with the number of turns and its weakening. At the beginning, the accumulation is important,
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and after some radius the weakening takes place. The phase width decreasing with turns
(explained in the next section) also contributes to the phenomenon.

—The beam phase width decreases slowly both with beam intensity and turn number ( Figure
3) . We can observe a weak phase oscillation and a slight amplitude increase with beam
intensity.

Due to the coupling between the longitudinal and the radial motions, the S.C. effect
distorts the distribution in the projection phase space r-A(p. We can see the well-known
'vortex' phenomenon (sometimes called 'galaxy shaped cloud'), on Figure 4. This
phenomenon can be explained by the existence of the Coriolis force [1]. As we have chosen
an initially Gaussian distribution, the S.C. force is non-linear and the tails in the vortex are
more important. The one-dimensional distribution does not stay Gaussian , but the core is
very dense.

The coupling makes the beam to be 'round' in the Ar-A/ plane, or A/ tends to keep

constant in spite of acceleration, so A(p decreases with the beam intensity and turn number.

—The projected emittances have different behaviours :

- the longitudinal emittance increases quickly with beam intensity, due to the
augmentation of the energy spread ( Figure 5).

- the vertical emittance does increase with beam intensity but slowly ( Figure 6),
as the S.C. force is the non-linear defocusing force and because of the existence of
magnetic focusing during the acceleration.
- the radial emittance, however, does not show clear tendency with the beam
intensity (Figure 7) maybe due to the strong radial magnetic focusing. The
indications on emittances are quite uncertain, because the beam becomes no more
a 6-dimensional Gaussian ellipsoid as defined at the beginning.

—The image effect of the vacuum chamber, as well as the effect of adjacent bunches, give
minor influence to the bunch under consideration in the case of C01, since the beam bunches
are relatively small compared to the distance between adjacent bunches or to the height of
vacuum chamber. So, except in the test simulation, these effects are neglected as compared to
the short range of the forces of the particles in the bunch itself. But these two effects may
play a more important role in a cyclotron such CSS2, where the longitudinal dimension of
bunches is much bigger. In that case, it may be worth considering all the adjacent packets, for
instance treated as a sector as proposed by Joho [4]. •

4. Conclusion

From the simulation of S.C. effect in C01 by the program NAJOCSC with the THI
example (= 40uA- 36Ar10+), we have not seen serious influence on the beam characteristics at
the extraction radius. The only significant effect is that the energy spread increases from
4.10'3 to 6.10"3. The bad beam quality of the extracted beam may be from other reasons such
as the extraction process.
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Appendix I
Integration equations used in NAJOCSC

We use the same integration method as in the program JOANC, but we expand it to 3-
dimension (including vertical motion). The parameters are defined as :

3/(1)= A/

3/(2)= r

3/(3) = r

where the energy factory = ij\ + y2(4)+ y2(5) + y2(6). The intermediate functions used for

Runge-Kutta integration method are :

= y(2)-y{5)ly{4)

= y(2)-y(6)/y(4)

where E = Em, + Esc, and

AA=(y(5)-B2-y(6)-Br)-c

CC = (-y(5).Bt+y(4).Br}c

So, the integration step can be made as
(i) (i) f(0A0 l 2
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Appendix II
Notice for using program NAJOCSC

The program NAJOCSC was written in FORTRAN-77, and at the moment is
installed on the SUN workstation network. To run the program, we need to give the input
data, the magnetic field map and the potential map for electric field.

The file names for input data, field maps and results data are put in the file named
'NAJOCSC.FIL' which is read in automatically when running NAJOCSC, the content like :

najocsc.dat FOR011 / input file for starting data
tang_thi.dat FOR011 / input file for magnetic field
pc 109.dat FORO11 / input file for potential map in the central region
cart3d.dat FOR011 / input file for potential map in larger region
najocsc.res FOR011 / output file for result data

\)Input data file

Example for 'najocsc.dat' :

36., 10., 36., 400, 24, 0, 24, 45 !/a, q, am, npart, ntour, ntpl, ntp2, jtp

5 !/nbproj
5,10,15,20,25 !/ntproj(i)
1,1, 10., 10., 10., 1.0 !/nproj, jproj, cmax(i)
1,2 ' !/iPl(i),ip2(i)
100,1,0, 0,0, .false. !/ nfai, irot, iadj, imag, ieps, lens
3., 4483333., -0.07527, 0.13 !/ h, frev, volt, rsw
113, 125, 0.0025, -0.15, -0.17 !/jxsize, jysize, delxy, xmin, ymin (central region)
113, 113, 0.01, -0.56, -0.56 !/jxsize, jysize, delxy, xmin, ymin (larger region)
-0.0061 !/bzero
-23.0, 0.02368, 0.09972, 140.4, 0., 0. !/ phc, we, re, prc, zc, pzc
6., 5., 2., 60., 5., 45. !/ dfidc, dw, drdc, emdc,dz,emz
1., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.06 !/cor(ij)
0., 1., 0., 0., 0., 0. !/cor(ij)
0., 0., 1., 0., 0., 0. !/cor(ij)
0., 0., 0., 1., 0., 0. !/cor(ij)
0., -0.06, 0., 0., 1., 0. !/cor(ij)
0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1. !/cor(ij)
250 !/itdep

On all the lines, the last part headed by ' !/ ' gives the variable names used in the program,
a, q, am : for mass number, charge and atomic mass,
npart, ntour: number of particles for simulation, number of turns
ntpl, ntp2, jtp : turn numbers for starting and stopping the printout, azimuth step for

printout
nbproj, ntproj(j): number of projections, turn number for projections
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cmax(i): define xmax or ymax for projections (dfi, dw, dr, dpr)
ipl(i), ip2(i): projecting two of four or six coordinates.
nfai: .1012, number of particles per second.
irot, iadj, imag, ieps : =1 for taking with non-axed ellipses, adjacent packets, image effect

and dpr and dpz in calculating the distance between particles
lens : true for taking S.C. effect as impulsion in the subroutines, false for putting S.C. field

together with RF field in the integration equations.
h, frev, volt: harmonic number, particle's revolution frequency(Hz), RF amplitude (MV)
rsw : radius (in meter) to switch from the potential map of the central region to the one

of the larger region,
jxsize, jysize, delxy, xmin, ymin : mesh points for x and y dimension, mesh step (m), lower

margins (m) for x and y (for potential maps)
bzero : adjustment for the magnetic field level,
phc, we, re, prc, zc, pzc : RF phase (°), energy (MeV/A), r, pr, z and pz for central particle

at the injection point,
dfidc, dw, drdc, emdc,dz,emz : decorrelated phase width, energy spread (%o), Ar (mm),

er (Tcmm.mrad), Az, £j.

cor(ij): 6x6 correlation matrix of beam ellipsoid
itdep : departure azimuth (injection point)

2)File for magnetic field

The magnetic map is read in by the format:
nsec, r.0, pasr, nray
(b(i,j),j=l,721),i=l,nray)

nsec : =1, number of sectors
rO, pasr, nray: lower margin of the radius of the map, mesh step of the radius, number of

mesh point of radius
The magnetic field is in Tesla, and the mesh step on azimuth is 0.5°.

3)FHes for potential maps in the central region and in the larger region

The potential map in the central region is read in by the format
((VCEN(K,L),K=1,JYC), L=1,JXC)

JXC, JYC, DELXYC, XMINC and YMINC are read in from file 'NAJOCSC.DAT'. The
potential map in the larger region is the same, except that the variables used are VLAR(K,L),
JXL, JYL, DELXY, XMINL, YMINL.
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